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Vape Shark Australia Introduces IGET XXL 
Disposable Device with 1800 Puffs

Date : May 31, 2023

The IGET XXL pods contain a unique blend of 5% nicotine salts, flavors, and organic cotton that
delivers a true taste sensation in every puff.

Vape Shark Australia, the leading manufacturer of high-quality electronic cigarettes and vaping
devices, has announced the launch of their latest product - the IGET XXL Disposable Device. This
revolutionary device contains an impressive 1800 puffs, making it one of the longest lasting
disposable vaping products on the market. The device is a new and improved version of their
popular IGET XS, featuring a larger pod capacity that allows for a longer vaping experience before
needing to be disposed. The sleek design is stylish and compact, making it perfect for anyone
looking to take advantage of its incredible puff count. In addition to its superior battery life, the IGET
XXL also delivers consistent vapour production with each hit and an intense flavour release that will
satisfy even the most experienced vapers. With this latest product from Vape Shark Australia,
customers can now enjoy up to 1800 puffs without having to worry about recharging or refilling. 
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Game-Changer: IGET XXL by Vape Shark Australia 

Vaping has come a long way from the days of large, cumbersome devices that were difficult to use 
and hard to maintain. Today, we have sleek, pocket-friendly devices that boast of incredible battery 
life and portability. However, with all the advancements in vaping technology, it's easy to forget that 
there are still devices out there capable of completely revolutionizing the way we vape. One such 
game-changer is the IGET XXL manufactured by Vape Shark Australia, a device that takes the 
entire vaping experience to a whole new level. 

First off, what is IGET XXL by Vape Shark Australia? This technology is a pre-filled disposable pod 
system that will appeal to both veteran and rookie vapers. With its convenient plug-and-play use, the 
IGET XXL takes away the hassle of refilling, recharging, and replacing coils or pods that is 
commonly associated with vaping. It comes fully assembled and ready to use - perfect for any vaper 
who demands a hassle-free device that delivers a powerful performance. 

The IGET XXL pods contain a unique blend of 5% nicotine salts, flavors, and organic cotton that
delivers a true taste sensation in every puff. The device is perfect for vapers who enjoy
high-powered draws, and its mouth-to-lung draw is second to none. With a battery life of up to
950mAh, the IGET XXL is the perfect travel companion that can keep up with even the most
demanding users. 

One of the most impressive things about IGET XXL is perhaps its incredible design. This device is
made with the user in mind, and its sleek and stylish body certainly puts it on top of its class. Its slim
profile ensures that you can easily slip it into any pocket or purse, and its soft-touch exterior gives it
an elegant and luxurious feel that every vape enthusiast would appreciate. The IGET XXL is also
packed with intuitive features that make it a joy to use, such as the convenient bottom airflow
mechanism that delivers a smooth and consistent vaping experience. 

Another standout feature of IGET XXL is perhaps its incredible affordability. This technology is very
affordable despite its sleek design and incredible performance, and it offers vape enthusiasts value
for their money. With a wide range of flavors to choose from, you can trust that the IGET XXL will
cater to your individual tastes and preferences. 
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Looking for a bundle that has it all? Look no further than Vape Shark Australia's bulk and wholesale 
bundle. This package is perfect for those looking to stock up on all of their favorite vaping essentials, 
including the highly sought after IGET XXL. With this bundle, you'll have everything you need to 
enjoy your vaping experience without worrying about restocking any time soon. Plus, the wholesale 
pricing ensures that you're getting the best bang for your buck. So what are you waiting for? Grab 
the Vape Shark Australia bulk and wholesale bundle today and take your vaping experience to the 
next level. 

Some flavours of IGET XXL 1800 Puffs: 

IGET XXL Mojito Lime 

Cool mint and zesty lime collide in the IGET XXL Mojito Lime by Vape Shark Australia. This
deliciously refreshing e-liquid packs a flavorful punch that will tantalize your tastebuds with every hit.
Whether you're lounging poolside or just need a quick pick-me-up, the IGET XXL Mojito Lime is the
perfect companion for any occasion. Vape Shark Australia has outdone themselves with this
one-of-a-kind blend, offering a smooth and satisfying vaping experience that's hard to beat. So why
settle for bland e-liquids when you can take your flavor game to the next level with IGET XXL Mojito
Lime? Try it out for yourself today! 

IGET XXL Blue Razz 

If you're feeling blue, why not turn that frown upside down with the IGET XXL Blue Razz by Vape
Shark Australia? This sensational e-juice is sure to put a smile on your face as you puff away on its
delicious flavors. With a generous capacity in every bottle, you won't have to worry about constantly
restocking your vape juice supply. The IGET XXL Blue Razz is a refreshing take on a classic flavor
that you won't be able to resist. So go ahead, treat yourself to a little bit of happiness and indulge in
the fruity goodness of IGET XXL Blue Razz. 

IGET XXL Grape 

Introducing the latest addition to the vaping world - the IGET XXL Grape by Vape Shark Australia!If 
you're in search of a new flavor, then this is the perfect choice for you. Boasting a refreshing grape 
flavor, this vape will leave your taste buds in awe. The IGET XXL really revolutionizes vaping with its 
unique flavors that you can only get from Vape Shark Australia. It's perfect for those who want to try 
something new or for the grape lovers out there looking for their next all-day vape. With its sleek 
design and invigorating taste, the IGET XXL Grape is guaranteed to take your vaping game up a 
notch. Try it now and see for yourself! 

https://vapesharkau.com/shop/iget-xxl-mojito-lime/
https://vapesharkau.com/shop/iget-xxl-blue-razz/
https://vapesharkau.com/shop/iget-xxl-grape/
https://vapesharkau.com/
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IGET XXL Lush Ice 

Looking for an intense and refreshing vape experience? Look no further than IGET XXL, the latest
addition to the Vape Shark Australia line. With its icy cool sensation and deliciously sweet flavor, 
IGET XXL Lush Ice is perfect for those hot summer days or any time you need a burst of refreshing
energy. Boasting a long-lasting battery life and convenient LED lighting, this innovative vape is
designed to keep you vaping all day long. Trust us, once you've tried IGET XXL, you won't want to
go back to your old vape. So why wait? Try IGET XXL Lush Ice today and experience the difference
for yourself! 

If you're looking for a device that is affordable, easy to use, and delivers an exceptional vaping 
experience, you cannot go wrong with IGET XXL. It offers value for your money, and its unique 
blend of flavors and ingredients delivers a true taste sensation with every puff. With its incredible 
battery life, sleek design, and intuitive features, the IGET XXL is indeed a game-changer in the 
world of vaping. Try it today and experience the future of vaping technology.
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